
Student Editions 



Top 10 Reasons Why eBooks+

Centralizes assignment 
and assessment delivery 

through the NSTA 
Reader, making creation, 
submission, and feedback 

easy and transparent.

Pick up where you left off: 
digital content is accessible 

on multiple devices. No 
forgotten textbooks!

Supports science content 
standards.

Rigorously reviewed by 
experts. This includes 

content, safety, assessment, 
and pedagogical reviews, 

and then pilot testing.

Helps you guide and 
personalize student 

learning through the use 
of data analytics in the 

teacher dashboard.

Highly interactive.

Designed using the 5E 
model to scaffold student 

understanding of the 
content.

5E
Leverages technology for 
deeper science learning 
and engagement in 21st 
century classrooms full of 

digital natives. 

Saves you time since 
carefully selected 

multimedia is all in one 
place.

Automatic updates to 
content reduce the need to 

buy multiple editions.
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Interactive Simulations

Hands-On Activities

Glossary

Graphs and Diagrams

Summative Assessment

Videos/Animations

Slide Shows

Formative Assessment

Interactive Images

WHAT DOES INTERACTIVE MEAN?
Students manipulate elements of an e-book to make sense of phenomena.
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Atomic Structure
• Investigating Atoms – The structure of an atom, including atomic particles and   

the atomic nucleus; atomic size and mass

•Properties of Atoms – How the structure of an atom determines properties of   
elements and how they interact with other elements; the role of neutrons on   
atomic mass and stability; radioactivity

• Energy in Atoms – Quarks; forces that hold together atoms; nuclear reactions 

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-417-2 Stock #: PE016XS

Cell Division and Differentiation
•Continuity of Life – Purpose, process, and control of cell division

•Variation and Specialization of Cells – Stem cells versus differentiated cells;   
process and purpose of differentiation; cell-to-cell communication

•Multicellular Organization – Embryonic development and organogenesis; types   
of plant and animal tissues; embryonic versus somatic stem cells; stem cell    
treatment

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-418-9  Stock #: PE017XS

Cell Structure and Function
•The Basis of Life – Criteria of living and nonliving things; importance of surface   

area; classification of life-forms

•The Cellular Factory – Organelle functions; organelles’ connection to proteins;   
cell specialization

•The Molecular Machinery of Life – How water, proteins, carbohydrates,    
lipids, and nucleic acids are used by cells; the importance of carbon in    
macromolecules; how cells obtain and store the energy for cellular processes

• The Most Important Molecule – The role of proteins and amino acids; how   
     ribosomes carry out the synthesis of proteins in the cell; the role of proteins   
 outside cells

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-419-6  Stock #: PE001XS

Cells and Chemical Reactions
•Basics of Metabolism – How energy is used in cells; synthesis and    

 decomposition of molecules during metabolism; the role of enzymes

•Photosynthesis – The importance of chloroplasts and chlorophyll; how     
chloroplasts capture sunlight to synthesize organic molecules for energy       
storage

•Cellular Respiration – How cells use molecules for energy and the function of ATP

•Reaction Rates in Cells – How different environmental conditions, such as    
temperature, pH, and pressure affect reaction rates; enzymes

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-420-2   Stock #: PE025XS
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Chemical Reactions
• A World of Reactions – Common reactions; reactivity; bonding

•Categorizing Chemical Reactions – Metal reactivity; oxidation-reduction reactions; acids  
  and bases; free radicals

• Rates of Chemical Reactions – Reaction rates; effect of concentration, pressure,   
 temperature, and shape; catalysts

• Matter and Energy in Reactions – Conservation of mass; conservation of energy;   
 endothermic and exothermic reactions; initiating reactions; energy profile

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-421-9 Stock #: PE002XS

Coral Reef Ecosystems
•The Living Reef – Coral types, anatomy, reproduction, and growth; a reef system and 

inhabitants

•The Abiotic Setting – Effects of waves and ocean movement, temperature, light, and 
chemicals

•Interdependence – Food chains, food webs, organism relationships, flow of energy and 
matter, ecological succession

•Ecosystems in Crisis – Natural disasters, manmade disasters, stewardship

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-422-6  Stock #: PE013XS

Earth, Sun, and Moon
• General Characteristics of Earth – Historic observations of Earth; measuring   

Earth; Earth’s spheres; habitable zone

• Our Moving Earth – Historic observations of the Earth’s movements, orbit, and   
rotation

• Motion of the Moon – The Moon’s orbit, phases, and eclipses

• Earth’s Seasons – Elliptical orbit; Sun and energy; the Earth’s tilt  

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-423-3 Stock #: PE004XS

Earth’s Changing Surfaces
• Changing Earth from Within – Sources of heat energy within Earth; the location   

and motion of Earth’s plates; how plate motion affects Earth’s structures

• Sculpting the Landscape – Different landforms; how constructive and destructive   
processes shape the land; rates of landform change from these processes

• Humans as Agents of Change – How human activities influence the rate and type   
of landscape evolution and the resulting effects, including climate change, sea   
level change, and glacial retreat 

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-424-0  Stock #: PE018XS
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Electric and Magnetic Forces
• Electric Charges – Static electricity, electric forces, electric charges, atomic theory   

and structure, lightning

• Electrostatics and Current Electricity – Currents, movement of charges, energy   
calculations, circuits, conductivity

• Electromagnetism – Magnetic materials, electromagnets, electric and magnetic   
fields

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-425-7  Stock #: PE005XS

Energy
• Different Kinds of Energy – Forms of energy and calculating energy

• Energy Transformation – Following the energy; representing energy with numbers;   
conservation of energy

• Thermal Energy, Heat, and Temperature – Understanding the differences between   
heat and temperature; heat transfer

• Useful and Not So Useful Energy – Efficiency and entropy

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-426-4  Stock #: PE006XS

Explaining Matter with Elements, 
Atoms, and Molecules
• Characteristics of Elements – Characteristic properties; reactions between   

 elements; conservation of mass

• Classifying the Elements – Grouping elements; arrangement of elements in the   
periodic table; properties of groups of elements; predicting new elements

• Evidence for Atoms and Molecules – Evidence for atoms; explaining reactions with  
 atoms; phases of matter 

© 2017; ISBN: 978-1-68140-427-1 Stock #: PE021XS

Flow of Matter and Energy     
in Ecosystems
• Does Matter Matter? – Components of an ecosystem; distribution of matter;   

conservation of matter

• Carbon, Carbon Everywhere – Structure and importance of carbon; carbon cycle;  
 fossil fuels and climate change

• Nothing Matters Without Energy – Food chains and webs; energy transformations   
in an ecosystem; energy from the Sun; alternative sources of energy; conservation   
of energy

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-428-8 Stock #: PE007XS
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Force and Motion
• Position and Motion – Position of objects; motion of objects; and the change in   

motion of objects

• Newton’s First Law – Objects at rest, objects in motion, friction, and inertia

• Newton’s Second Law – Inertia; net force’s relationship to mass and motion;   
friction; different kinds of forces in relation to net force

• Newton’s Third Law – What happens if an object exerts a force on another object;   
what action-reaction means; figuring out what forces are acting on which objects

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-429-5 Stock #: PE008XS

Gravity and Orbits
• Universal Gravitation – Every object exerts a gravitational force on every other   

object; gravitational force is hard to detect unless one of the objects has a lot of   
mass; any two objects will exert equal gravitational force on one another; gravity is   
the force behind falling rain and flowing rivers

• Gravitational Force – The variables that influence gravitational forces on objects;   
mass as a measure of matter and weight as a measure of gravitational force; the   
strength of gravitational forces between objects

• Orbits – Gravitational force influences the motion of orbiting objects; how an   
object’s forward motion and motion toward center creates a curved path; how   
gravity governs the motion of all objects in the Solar System

Heredity and Variation
• Inheritance – Mendel and his experiments; probability; graphic analysis

• Genes in Action – DNA’s composition and role; meiosis

• Mutation Provides Variation – Natural variation; what are mutations; detection of   
mutations 

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-431-8 Stock #: PE009XS

Interdependence of Life
• Organisms and Their Environment – Earth’s spheres; ecosystems; abiotic and   

biotic factors; population characteristics; limiting factors; carrying capacity

• Species Relationships – Competition, symbiosis, and predation; food chains and webs

• Population Balance in Biomes – Biomes; dynamic equilibrium

• Agents of Change in Ecosystems – Natural disasters; human impact; ecological   
succession

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-432-5 Stock #: PE010XS

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-430-1  Stock #: PE020XS
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Nature of Light
• Characteristics of Light – Mirrors; reflection, refraction, and diffraction

• Light as Waves – Waves; wave behavior; electromagnetic spectrum

• Light and Color – Prisms; light perception; light filters; light scattering; primary   
colors

• So, what is Light? – Waves; photons; emission and absorption spectra 

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-433-2 Stock #: PE011XS

Nutrition
• What is Food? - Why food is important for body processes; classification of   

 nutrients as carbohydrates, fats, proteins, vitamins, minerals, and water

• What Happens to the Food I Eat? - Digestion; organ systems and how they work   
together to transport nutrients and eliminate waste; how cells use nutrients

• What are Nutrients? – The body’s nutrient use; undernutrition and malnutrition;   
sources for dietary advice; the importance of water

• What Choices Lead to a Healthy Lifestyle? – Calculating energy needs; factors   
affecting food choices; using food labels

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-434-9 Stock #: PE015XS

Ocean’s Effect on Weather    
and Climate
• Global Climate Patterns – Weather; climate; solar energy; convection; the Coriolis   

effect

•  Global Precipitation and Energy – The water cycle; water on Earth; transfer of   
 thermal energy in the water cycle

• Global Circulation Patterns – Ocean currents and their effect on weather;   
 hurricanes; La Niña, El Niño, and the North Atlantic Oscillation

• Changing Climate – Studying past climate; mechanisms that affect climate,   
 including human-induced climate change; monitoring climate change

© 2017; ISBN: 978-1-68140-435-6 Stock #: PE019XS

Plate Tectonics
• Layered Earth – The layers of Earth; characteristics of the various layers of Earth;   

using how waves travel through layers to illustrate the differences in each layer

• Plates – Types of plates; how plates make up the Earth’s continents and oceans’   
basins; continental and oceanic crust; movement of plates; convection circulation   
in mantle

• Plate Interactions – Plate interactions can cause earthquakes, volcanoes,    
mountain formation, deep ocean trenches, and sea floor spreading; areas along   
plate margins are active; causes of plate movement

• Consequences of Plate Interactions – The different plate boundaries and    
consequences

•Lines of Evidence – Physical, geographical, and geological evidence for the theory   
of continental drift and plate tectonics

© 2017; ISBN: 978-1-68140-436-3
Stock #: PE023XS
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Resources and Human Impact
• Earth as a System – Interactions in an ecosystem; population growth; carrying   

capacity; feedback loops

• Population Growth, Technology, and the Environment – Human population   
 growth; limiting factors; impact of technology on population growth; salmon and   
freshwater case studies

• Environmental Degradation – Renewable and nonrenewable resources; extracting   
resources; impact of resource use

• Using Technology to Address Resource Use Issues – Humans’ environmental   
responsibility; social, political, and economic factors associated with technology   
and resource use; potential environmental risks of and solutions to using    
technology; alternative energy

© 2017; ISBN: 978-1-68140-437-0 Stock #: PE022XS

Rocks
• Categories by Process – Introduction to the formation and characteristics of rocks

• Environments of Formation – The processes that result in the formation of    
igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks

• Cycling – The processes of rock formation and movement of matter in the    
Earth system

• Earth’s Autobiography – The tools and processes for determining age of rocks;   
how scientists interpret the past; how observations of rocks provide evidence for   
the environment in which rock was formed 

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-438-7 Stock #: PE024XS

Science of Food Safety
• Understanding the Cell’s Importance – Cell structure; where bacteria live; good   

and bad bacteria

• Growth and Reproduction of Cells – Cell metabolism; cell division; bacterial   
 adaptations to environmental conditions

• Microbes... Friend or Foe – Beneficial and dangerous bacteria; viruses; the   
 immune system

• Food Safety and You – Technology, methods, and historical understanding of food   
safety

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-439-4 Stock #: PE026XS

Solar System
• Earth in Space – Position of the Earth, Sun, and Moon; astronomers’ historical   

observations and theories; retrograde motion; technology for observing the Solar   
System

• A Look at the Planets – Technology for observing the Solar System; astronomers’   
historical evidence; the planets and their characteristics; Kuiper Belt; moons

• Asteroids, Comets, and Meteorites – Classification; interactions with other celestial   
bodies, including collisions; technology for observing the Solar System

• Formation of Our Solar System – Solar System formation theories 

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-440-0 Stock #: PE012XS
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Universe
• How We Know What We Know – Telescopes and other tools; light spectrums;   

electromagnetic radiation

• The Sun as a Star – Properties of stars; measuring properties of stars

• The Birth, Life, and Death of Stars – Life cycle of stars; stellar characteristics

• The Universe Beyond Our Solar System – Distance of objects; parallax; galaxies   
and organization of the universe

• The Origin and Evolution of the Universe – Big Bang theory and its evidence

© 2016; ISBN: 978-1-68140-441-7 Stock #: PE014XS

Features of the NSTA Reader
Students Teachers Administrators

•Highlight directly into the e-book

•Take notes directly in the e-book

•Draw directly on an e-book page

•Answer embedded review questions

•Upload completed assignments (formats: 
PDF, Word, Excel, video, audio, image, 
URL)

•Access notes, highlights, and assignments 
from different devices

•Complete teacher and e-book assessments 
from within an e-book

•Post comments to class blogs

•Open e-book to page last accessed from 
any device

•Assign students to classes

•Assign students to project groups

•Assign projects and homework to students 
by class, group, or student

•Assign content to classes

•Create digital and print assessments

•Utilize assessment banks from e-books

•Grade student assignments and 
assessments

•Send notifications and messages to 
students and classes

•Create class blogs

•View class and student progress in the 
e-books

•View graphs of class and student 
compiled results for review questions and 
assessments

•Question Bank

•Create classes

•Assign teachers to classes

•Assign students to classes

•Bulk upload classes, teachers, and 
students

•Assign content to teachers

•View content assigned to a class

•Create digital and print assessments

•Utilize assessment banks from e-books

•Send notifications and messages to 
students and classes

•View e-book usage analytics

•View license information

•Single sign on integration with Clever

•Question Bank

• Go to ereader.nsta.org to explore e-books on PC, Mac, 
and Chromebooks.

• Download the NSTA Reader app to view e-books online 
or offline via iPads, Android tablets, and PCs.

Read eBooks+ and 
NSTA Press E-books  
Anytime, Anywhere, Any Place.

Orders

Questions

• Email: orders@nsta.org
• Phone: 800-277-5300
• Fax: 888-433-0526

• Email: ebooks@nsta.org

Contact  Us
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Ordering
All purchases of eBooks+ Student Editions must be completed through NSTA’s Customer Service Department. Order by phone 
(1-800-277-5300) between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. ET; fax (1-888-433-0526); or email us at orders@nsta.org.

Pricing shown below is the licensing price per e-book. Member pricing begins with a 20% discount.

Quantity Annual License 
Non-Member

Annual License 
Member

5 yr License 
Non-Member

5 yr License 
Member

10 yr License 
Non-Member

10 yr License 
Member

1–10 $13.95 $11.16        

11–49 $4.95 $3.96 $12.49 $9.95 $19.95 $15.95

50–99 $4.49 $3.59 $11.49 $8.95 $17.95 $14.49

100–249 $3.95 $3.16 $9.95 $7.95 $15.95 $12.95

250–499 $3.49 $2.79 $8.95 $6.95 $13.95 $10.95

500–999 $2.95 $2.36 $7.49 $5.95 $11.95 $9.49

1000–2499 $2.49 $1.99 $6.49 $4.95 $9.95 $7.95

2500+ $1.95 $1.56 $4.95 $3.95 $7.95 $6.49

5000+ $1.49 $1.19 $3.95 $2.95 $5.95 $4.49

Please include e-books for your teachers in the total number of e-books you want to purchase. You will get a free e-book (that 
can be assigned to a teacher) for every 100 e-books of a particular title that you purchase.

For more information contact your local sales rep.

Go to www.nsta.org/salesreps.

Explore Now! 
Request a Free Preview.


